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INTRODUCTION

Few people want or expect to start the workday with a malware attack, virus outbreak,
or a SQL® database that is down and needs to be restored. Unfortunately, that is the world
in which IT exists today, and we need to be prepared for it. While organizations strive to
prevent such problems, the reality is it’s not a matter of if they will be attacked – it’s more
a matter of when it will happen. The amount of preparation and the speed of recovery from
such events is becoming one of the most important benchmarks in evaluations of IT, both
inside and outside the organization.
The purpose of this whitepaper is to showcase the ease of integration, best practices, and expected performance
results for backup and restore using Pure Storage® FlashArray™, Veeam Backup & Replication™ 9.5, and Pure Storage
FlashBlade™ data solutions using multiple realistic, real-world examples. The combination of these innovative, 100% flashbased solutions provides the best performance, highest levels of resilience, easiest implementation, and, perhaps most
importantly, extremely low RTO and RPO for your most critical workloads to help avoid extended downtime.
In this document, we’ll highlight the following core pieces of next-generation storage and backup technology, and
provide explanations as to how they seamlessly work together:
•

Pure Storage FlashArray provides high performance primary block storage for the most demanding
datacenter workloads, including virtual machines, SAP HANA®, SQL, and Oracle® databases, and more.
FlashArray provides built-in snapshots and replication to other Pure Storage arrays, always-on encryption,
and 100% non-disruptive operations – including firmware and generational controller upgrades which
are traditionally disruptive for legacy storage vendors. Pure Storage FlashArray and Veeam also feature a
joint storage integration that leverages Pure Storage snapshots for faster and more granular control over
backups for VMFS volumes. More information on the integration can be found here.

•

Veeam Backup & Replication 9.5 provides a complete software solution for performing data protection,
data replication, DevOps and disaster recovery tasks such as VM backup, replication, copying backup
files, and carrying out bi-directional disaster recovery procedures for FlashArray and FlashBlade. Veeam
Backup & Replication also provides integration and data orchestration with a wide range of cloud service
providers for off-site data replication and archiving.

•

Pure Storage FlashBlade is a fast and dense unstructured all-flash data platform from Pure Storage that
provides on-premises rapid backup and recovery of archival data. Pure Storage FlashBlade provides high
performance in a dense form-factor for unstructured data primary use cases such as machine learning,
deep learning, electronic design automation (EDA), and others that can be consolidated alongside your
backup data. Multiple protocols including NFS, SMB, http, and Object Store are all supported in parallel,
making it easy to consolidate previously siloed unstructured workloads onto a single, self-driving
appliance. For more information about Pure Storage FlashBlade, please follow this link.
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ARCHITECTURAL OVERVIEW
The test cases shown here are intended to emphasize the high levels of throughput, workload consolidation,
minimized RTO and RPO, and ease of administration that these connected solutions provide. Though we will focus on
VMware vSphere virtual machines in our examples, the use cases shown here are easily extensible to other workloads
and hypervisors such as SQL databases, VSI, Microsoft Hyper-V®, and Oracle, just to name a few. Additionally, bare
metal Windows or Linux systems running mission-critical applications can also be effortlessly backed up within this
architecture via the Veeam Agent.
The connectivity diagram below illustrates how the various solutions are integrated with one another and highlights
no single point of failure within the design:
FlashBlade
Backup Repository

10Gb/40Gb Switch

10Gb/40Gb Switch

Physical Windows 2016 Server
Veeam Backup and Replication
9.5
Management/VM
Networks
Primary Storage
Network

Physical Windows or Linux
Server

CIFS Backend

FC Switch

FlashArray
Primary Storage

FC Switch

FIGURE 1. High-level connectivity diagram of the overall solution
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Here’s some more detail about the individual components from the above diagram and systems running within the
virtualized environment:
•

VMware® ESXi™ 6.7 hosts. Each ESXi host features two redundant 40GbE VM traffic connections and two
redundant 16GB Fibre Channel HBA connections for SAN connectivity.

•

One Pure Storage FlashArray//M20 with 10TB RAW Storage for primary Storage (~25 TB usable
assuming a 5:1 data average customer reduction ratio) running Purity Operating Environment version 5.1.5.
The array has mixed-mode 16GB Fibre-Channel and 10GB iSCSI connectivity and will serve as our primary
storage for backup. The vCenter instance, all VMs described above, the Veeam Proxy servers, and all
other vSphere-based components were hosted on this FlashArray.

•

Veeam Backup and Replication 9.5v3 installed on a physical Windows® 2016 server to provide backup
and data orchestration between FlashArray and FlashBlade as well as the cloud tier. The Veeam Backup
and Replication software was installed on top of a Cisco® server.

•

One Pure Storage FlashBlade with 15 Blades (fully-populated single chassis) for the Backup Repository
with 8TB per blade running the Elasticity Operating Environment version 2.2.7. Pure Storage FlashBlade
supports the NFS, SMB, HTTPS, and Object Store protocols in parallel.

•

Two paired Brocade® VDX6740T Switches for 1/10/40GB resilient networking.

•

Two Cisco® MDS 9148S 16GB Fibre-Channel switches.

•

40 Microsoft Windows 10™ desktops with a single 100GB drive (50GB used) were using the above ESXi
hosts for compute. The desktops had MS Office 2016™, Adobe Reader®, and numerous iso, pdf, mp4, and
many other pre-compressed, commonly used files on the local drive.

•

A single Microsoft SQL™ VM with four separate datastores, each with the TPCH database, was also
deployed on the ESXi environment to show performance characteristics for larger, individual VMs.

VEEAM BACKUP & REPLICATION 9.5 SETUP AND BEST PRACTICES
Veeam provides data backup and portability between both Pure Storage arrays, VMware vSphere, and Microsoft
Hyper-V, as well as off-premises cloud solutions and on-premise backup options like tape. This data orchestration is
shown in the following simplified diagram:

FIGURE 2. Veeam Backup and Replication dataflow architecture
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The major common components of Veeam Backup & Replication consist of a physical or virtual management server,
physical and/or virtual proxy servers, backup storage repositories, gateway servers and possibly Linux® hosts (for
mounting NFS shares), and disk-based or cloud-based backup repositories for archival and/or offsite data storage.
The backup proxy, gateway, and management servers are Windows-based installations that provide increased
throughput and resiliency for data movement between primary storage and backup repositories. The backup
repositories can be Windows or Linux-based network attached storage systems such as Pure Storage FlashBlade.
For the purposes of our testing, the Veeam Backup & Replication management server was hosted on a physical
Windows server. While not required, it is a recommended practice to install Veeam Backup & Replication software on
a physical host that is outside of the domain being backed up. Our rationale for installing Veeam Backup & Replication
9.5 on a physical host for this reference architecture is that the backup and recovery software should be run on a
separate environment from the source vSphere and/or Hyper-V cluster to enable faster recovery should the entire
target vSphere domain become corrupt or require top-level recovery. A completely acceptable alternative is to run the
Veeam Backup and Replication management server on a virtualized Windows system in a separate host cluster from
the source dataset, as that also delivers fault tolerance.
The Pure Storage and Veeam integration plug-in (which supports VMFS volumes only) was installed on the Veeam
Backup and Replication Server. This enables full control of Pure Storage-based snapshot scheduling, recovery,
and retention within the Veeam console for single pane of glass management. Other benefits include better ingest
performance of VMFS datastores during Veeam Backup jobs as Pure Storage datastore snapshots are very efficient
and prevent potential VM-stun during the backup job for large VMs. Furthermore, the integration allows for per VM,
per file, and multiple per application recovery options on the FlashArray product line direct from Pure Storage VMFS
datastore snapshots. The Pure Storage FlashArray plugin can be downloaded here. Note that a Veeam account is
needed for accessing the plugin binaries.
As of Veeam Backup and Replication 9.5v1, VMware VVols is a supported datastore type, using native VMware
snapshot capabilities. Currently no storage integrations such as the one described above are supported with VVols.

VEEAM BACKUP AND REPLICATION SERVER BEST PRACTICES
As both Pure Storage FlashArray and FlashBlade have hundreds of thousands of IOPS available at low latency, certain
values within the Veeam Backup and Replication 9.5 console and host can be changed to provide higher levels of
throughput, enabling backup and recovery jobs to be completed much faster than if they were left at default values.
One such change is editing the registry of the server running Veeam Backup and Replication to increase
overall throughput and parallelism in processing VMs for backup. For our testing, we increased the
MaxSnapshotsPerDatastore value from the default dword of 4 to 24.
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PLEASE NOTE: It is important to understand the performance capabilities of your primary storage system
before changing this value. If the source array is not an all-flash system like Pure Storage FlashArray, or if you
have multiple primary arrays using different storage media connected to your Veeam server, it is probably best
to leave this value as default.
The registry entry can be found under HKLM > Software > Veeam > Veeam Backup and Replication >
MaxSnapshotsPerDatastore. The updated key and path to it can be seen in the screenshot below:

FIGURE 3. Registry entry modified for increased throughput during testing

VEEAM PROXY SERVER BEST PRACTICES
Physical or virtual Windows machines with the proxy role assigned to them within Veeam have the cornerstone
function of coordinating data movement from the source production environment to the target repository, as well
as processing Veeam compression, encryption, and any other enabled efficiencies before data is written to the
backup repository. As such, making sure these systems are right-sized in terms of CPU, RAM, and network
connections along with overall quantity is an important consideration for maximizing both performance and
resiliency within your environment.
The following hardware characteristics should be considered as a baseline for virtual proxy VMs. If you are using
Veeam’s High or Extreme compression settings, we recommend increasing the number of vCPUs to a minimum
of 14 to account for the additional overhead needed for data compression.
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VITAL PROXY CONFIGURATION

VALUE

VCPU

10*

RAM

20 GB

HARD DISK

500GB (FLASHARRAY//M DATASTORE)

OS

WINDOWS SERVER 2016 STD.

SCSI CONTROLLER

WMWARE PARAVIRTUAL

NETWORK ADAPTERS (VMXNET3)

1X 10GBE

WINDOWS POWER SETTING

HIGH PERFORMANCE

NUMBER OF CONCURRENT VEEAM TASKS

10**

* Veeam recommends one concurrent task per CPU.
** Veeam recommends breaking up virtual proxys into 8vCPU servers in order to prevent potential co-stop issues. Since this was a lab environment, we used 10.
TABLE 1. Virtual Proxy Server configuration used in all testing

Previously we mentioned that using a physical host as the Veeam Backup and Replication server is a recommended
practice. As we will be comparing physical and virtual system performance, the configuration of our physical proxy
server is listed below. Further performance improvements can be achieved via faster CPUs and more RAM for physical
and virtual components of the design.

PHYSICAL PROXY CONFIGURATION

VALUE

CPU

INTEL XEON E5-2640V2 2.00GHZ, DUAL SOCKET

RAM

128GB

BAREMETAL OS

WINDOWS SERVER 2016 DATACENTER

HARD DISK

150GB LOCAL SSD

NETWORK ADAPTERS

2X 40GBE MELLANOX ADAPTERS

STORAGE ADAPTERS

2X 16GB FIBRE CHANNEL

BIOS AND WINDOWS POWER SETTING

HIGH PERFORMANCE

NUMBER OF CONCURRENT VEEAM TASKS

16*

* Veeam recommends one concurrent task per CPU.
TABLE 2. Physical Proxy Server configuration used in all testing
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We advise a minimum of two proxy servers for resiliency and load-balancing. The proxy role can be co-installed on
the primary Veeam Backup & Replication server provided it has the requisite hardware resources available. However,
additional proxy servers absolutely should be utilized if target VMs are in geographically dispersed locations and/or
for larger environments where dozens or more VMs are part of a single backup job. In the latter example, additional
proxy servers are useful for increasing parallelism and completing the backup or restore job faster as each additional
available Veeam proxy server CPU will handle ingesting a VMDK from the source set of VMs. As always, we recommend
experimenting in your own unique environment to determine the optimal configuration for your use cases and data.
Veeam offers multiple options for transmission of backup data through proxies, also known as Transport Modes
(click link for compatibility and setup requirements). In our testing we used the Direct SAN Storage mode for our
physical host testing and Virtual Appliance mode for all virtual Proxy testing.
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PURE STORAGE FLASHBLADE NFS BACKUP REPOSITORY SETUP AND BEST PRACTICES
The NFS protocol is supported as a Veeam backup repository and shown architecturally below.

FIGURE 4. ActiveCluster management pods

A common question is what protocol should be used for a backup repository with FlashBlade? While both NFS
and SMB are supported, we generally recommend using NFS, as it is the more mature protocol as of this writing
(December, 2018) relative to SMB. Customers with Windows-only environments or little Linux expertise can use the
SMB protocol in a performant manner as our later test results will illustrate. However, if both protocol options are
available, our advised path is to use NFS due to performance and features.
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Requirements for using NFS as a backup repository with FlashBlade are:
1.

The Linux mount server can be physical or virtual. Minimum requirements from Veeam are here and here.

2.

The Linux mount server requires these packages: Bash, Sudo, Perl, SSH, SCP, mlocate, gzip, tar, nfs-client,
nfs-common, and nfs-utils.

3.

For sizing a virtual Linux host, we recommend assigning it with one vCPU core per backup stream that will
be running against it in parallel. For example, if you have 1 proxy server with 10vCPUs and were ingesting
10 VMs or VMDKs in parallel through that proxy, we would suggest that the Linux VM also have 10 vCPUs
to have the necessary headroom to write the data to the FlashBlade NFS repository. For large backup
jobs consisting of dozens or more VMs, you should consider two or more Linux mount VMs with 10 vCPUs
each, mounting the same FlashBlade NFS file system to each, and creating a scale-out NFS repository
within Veeam. This latter option is generally recommended to improve resiliency and load-balancing of
backup infrastructure and will be covered in the next section.

Steps for setting up an NFS backup repository are shown in the following screenshots. We used CentOS 7 in this example.
NFS REPOSITORY SETUP STEP 1
We prepare the Linux mount server with the following commands to install the required packages and create a mount
for the NFS File System:
#yum install bash sudo perl ssh scp mlocate nfs-client nfs-common nfs-utils gzip tar
"perl(Data::Dumper)"
#mkdir -p /mnt/FlashBlade-Mount

NFS REPOSITORY SETUP STEP 2
For Linux mount servers that will potentially be handling multiple parallel ingest or recovery streams in parallel with
FlashBlade, it is suggested to edit or add the following two lines to the /etc/ssh/sshd_config file to help allow for and
support additional SSH sessions above the default values:
MaxSessions 50
MaxStartups 100

Make sure to restart the Linux mount server or ssh service for the above changes to take effect.
NFS REPOSITORY SETUP STEP 3
Next, an NFS File System is given a name, size, and export rules within the FlashBlade GUI in a few simple steps:

FIGURE 5. Adding an NFS file system to FlashBlade
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FIGURE 6. NFS file system details on FlashBlade

NFS REPOSITORY SETUP STEP 4
Now that the FlashBlade NFS File System has been created, we go back to it and mount it on our Linux host from
the first step with the following advised mount options:
# mount <data _ VIP for FlashBlade>:/FlashBlade-NFS /mnt/FlashBlade-Mount -o vers=3

NFS REPOSITORY SETUP STEP 5
With the Linux mount server and FlashBlade configured, we now switch to the Veeam B&R Console to add it in as a
new repository.

FIGURE 7. Add new Backup Repository in Veeam Console
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NFS REPOSITORY SETUP STEP 6
Give the FlashBlade NFS Repository a descriptive name:

FIGURE 8. Naming new Backup Repository in Veeam Console

NFS REPOSITORY SETUP STEP 7
For type, select Linux server.

Figure 9. Specifying Linux server for NFS Backup Repository

NFS REPOSITORY SETUP STEP 8
Next, we need to add our new Linux mount host we just configured. Click on the Add New… button.

Figure 10. Adding or selecting Linux mount server
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NFS REPOSITORY SETUP STEP 9
Enter the IP address or DNS name of the mount server and an optional description.

FIGURE 11. Entering IP address of Linux NFS mount server

NFS REPOSITORY SETUP STEP 10
Provide credentials to access the Linux host. In this example we use root. Please see these privilege requirements
for using non-root users.

FIGURE 12. Entering root credentials for Linux NFS mount server

FIGURE 13. Summary for successful addition of Linux host
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FIGURE 14. Selection and population of Linux NFS mount server filesystem

NFS REPOSITORY SETUP STEP 11
Select the newly created Repository Server and select Populate to see the list of available file systems to mount.
We can see after the list is populated that the mounted FlashBlade File System is available. Select it and click Next.

FIGURE 15. Selecting the mounted FlashBlade NFS file system

NFS REPOSITORY SETUP STEP 12
Edit the load control options as needed based upon available network bandwidth, then select the Advanced option
and enable Use per-VM backup files to allow multiple backup streams to FlashBlade.

FIGURE 16. Capacity information, load control options and further advanced repository settings
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FIGURE 17. Selecting Use per-VM backup files allows multiple parallel backup jobs to be written to FlashBladea

NFS REPOSITORY SETUP STEP 13
Next a Windows mount server must be selected.

FIGURE 18. Selecting a Windows mount server for NFS share for file-level restore operations
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NFS REPOSITORY SETUP STEP 14
Lastly, click Apply to finish creating the NFS Veeam repository. There is an option to import previous existing Veeam
backups on this screen as well if the FlashBlade NFS file system has been used for a repository previously.

FIGURE 19. NFS repository setup summary screen

Scale-Out NFS Repository Setup
As mentioned in the previous section, one way to improve throughput and resiliency for the NFS protocol is to
implement an NFS Scale-Out repository within Veeam, which will aggregate multiple data VIPs and/or NFS File
Systems from FlashBlade into a single logical repository capable of accepting network traffic from a wider range of
Linux mount servers and NFS mount points. A scale-out NFS repository spread across multiple FlashBlade virtual IP
addresses and Linux mount servers can offer increased throughput and resiliency as the scale out implementation
increases the number of data paths between Veeam and FlashBlade.
Implementation of a scale out repository is very straight forward. At least two or more NFS repositories for FlashBlade
must be created using the steps previously outlined, and then the multiple NFS extents are added to a single
scale-out repository.
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NFS SCALE-OUT STEP 1
To get started, select the Add Scale-out Backup Repository button in the Backup Infrastructure tab of Veeam.

FIGURE 20. Veeam Console location for adding a Scale-Out Backup Repository

NFS SCALE-OUT STEP 2
That will launch the wizard below. Provide a name for the scale-out repository.

FIGURE 21. Giving a name and optional description for Scale-Out Repository
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NFS SCALE-OUT STEP 3
Next, select the two or more NFS repositories you want to add as part of the scale-out repository. Note that once
an NFS extent is added to the scale-out repository, it can no longer function as a standalone NFS repository.

FIGURE 22. Selecting previously created NFS extents to be used with Scale-Out repository

NFS SCALE-OUT STEP 4
After the extents you want to use have been selected, we recommend clicking on the Advanced tab and enabling
Use per-VM backup files to allow many parallel backup streams,a as outlined before.

FIGURE 23. Selecting Use per-VM backup file to maximize parallel backup streams to FlashBlade

NFS SCALE-OUT STEP 5
In the next window of the wizard, we strongly advise using the Data locality option so that backup consistency across
each extent is used.

FIGURE 24. Data locality setting is strongly recommended
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PURE STORAGE FLASHBLADE SMB BACKUP REPOSITORY SETUP AND BEST PRACTICES
Veeam uses multiple physical and/or virtual machines for data movement from the primary storage device to the
storage repository over the SMB protocol. The following diagram illustrates how data is moved for a SMB/CIFS backup
repository share:

FIGURE 25. SMB/CIFS data flow diagram for Veeam

There are a couple of important requirements for a FlashBlade SMB repository to function correctly:
1.

The FlashBlade must be on the same domain and use the same DNS server as the Veeam Backup &
Replication Server and Gateway Server.

2.

Directory Services on FlashBlade for SMB must be setup.

3.

SMB User Mapping Mode is available in two options on FlashBlade: AD-Auto or AD-RFC2307. AD-RFC2307
is generally used when data will be shared between NFS and SMB protocols. If AD-RFC2307 is required,
the NFS protocol must be enabled on the FlashBlade File System in addition to SMB. If NFS and SMB
filesystems have no requirement to have shared access, then AD-Auto mode should be used. SMB User
Mapping mode needs to be set by Pure Storage Support. More details on SMB setup and support on
FlashBlade can be found here (note that you must register for a Pure Storage support account to for access).
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SMB may encounter performance limitations in some customer environments due to factors like network connectivity
and backup job content. If such a scenario exists in your environment, it can be worthwhile to try NFS instead for
potential performance improvements.
In the next few screenshots, we will show how FlashBlade is configured as a new backup repository within Veeam
using the SMB protocol.
SMB REPOSITORY SETUP STEP 1
First, a new File System on FlashBlade must be created to be used as the backup repository. The example below
has AD-Auto mode in use (which is the default mode on FlashBlade) so we are only enabling the SMB protocol. If
AD-RDC2307 SMB User Mapping Mode is being used instead, make sure to also enable the NFS protocol and allow
export over the required address ranges.
From the Pure Storage FlashBlade GUI, highlight the Storage option and then click the + sign on the right.

FIGURE 26. FlashBlade File System creation from GUI

SMB REPOSITORY SETUP STEP 2
Give the new File System a name, provisioned size, and enable the SMB protocol.

FIGURE 27. Naming, sizing, and enabling SMB protocol on a Pure Storage FlashBlade File System
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SMB REPOSITORY SETUP STEP 3
With the backup repository location created on Pure Storage FlashBlade, we then moved over to the Veeam Backup
and Replication 9.5 console. Under the Backup Infrastructure tab, select Backup Repositories, then select Add
Repository. Provide a name for the repository.

FIGURE 28. Naming new FlashBlade backup repository in Veeam Backup and Replication

SMB REPOSITORY SETUP STEP 4
Next, as we have enabled SMB on our repository, we select the CIFS (SMB) shared folder option:

FIGURE 29. Selecting type of backup repository within Veeam console
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SMB REPOSITORY SETUP STEP 5
Enter a data IP address from Pure Storage FlashBlade and then the File System name (in this format: \\<FlashBlade
Data IP Address>\SMB Share Name) within the Shared Folder field, as the following screenshot shows.

FIGURE 30. Entering the CIFS/SMB data path to FlashBlade within Veeam console

SMB REPOSITORY SETUP STEP 6
With the SMB share entered correctly, the path to the folder and the amount of overall and available space is shown.
We elected not to throttle any I/O tasks under Load Control in order to showcase maximum performance. Customers
concerned about or limited by network I/O can and should throttle this value depending on their own unique
environment and pilot testing results.

FIGURE 31. Selecting load control and advanced storage options for a FlashBlade backup repository within Veeam console
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SMB REPOSITORY SETUP STEP 7
Next, click on the Advanced button and the check the setting, as shown in the figure below,a to maximize overall
throughput via multiple backup streams and take advantage of the available parallelism provided by Pure Storage
FlashArray and FlashBlade:

FIGURE 32. Recommended advanced backup repository storage options in Veeam console

SMB REPOSITORY SETUP STEP 8
CIFS/SMB shares require a mount (gateway) server for data movement to the FlashBlade backup repository.
We recommend putting the gateway server on the strongest possible network connection to the FlashBlade SMB
share. Note that a common performance problem is that the Windows mount server network connection traverses a
slower switch when accessing the FlashBlade SMB File System. For this reason, it’s vitally important to meet with your
networking team to ensure there are no bottlenecks at this point.

FIGURE 33. Selecting gateway/mount server for the CIFS/SMB backup repository in Veeam console
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SMB REPOSITORY SETUP STEP 9
Finally, review the settings and click on Apply and then Finish to complete adding FlashBlade as Target repository.

FIGURE 34. Completing the FlashBlade backup repository within Veeam console

BACKUP AND RESTORE SCENARIOS TEST PROCESS
There is obviously a wide swath of both applications and computers of every imaginable shape, size, and OS in the
enterprise. Hard drive size, applications, quantity of VMs in a backup job, Veeam component configuration, backup
repository makeup, and network topology are just a few variables that will have a large impact on backup job
performance, frequency, and possible restore rates. We will highlight a few specific scenarios detailed below which
are representative from several customer deployments where Pure Storage FlashBlade has been used as the storage
repository with Pure Storage FlashArray providing production storage and Veeam providing data orchestration and
recovery. Of course, the examples below will not account for every use case out there; however, most best practices
noted for each scenario will be applicable in many cases. It is strongly recommended to pilot test with your own
production hardware and data in order to decide the ideal configuration.
DISCLAIMER: Worth noting is that in this and all subsequent test scenarios highlighted, we were using
reasonably current and common network, compute, firmware, and storage interfaces that were available
in December of 2018. As these and other technologies continue to evolve, metrics like bandwidth and job
duration will improve and the results shown here will be rendered obsolete.
Our three test scenarios will include these common use cases:
1.

Backup and restore of a single SQL VM with 4 VMDKS. Each VMDK has a 2.4TB database for 9.8TB total.
––

This test case and associated results will showcase possible amounts of throughput for low numbers
of VMs with large amounts of data.
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2.

Backup and restore of 40 Windows Desktop VMs with 100GB hard drives provisioned with 50GB used.
––

This test case shows higher bandwidth and fast backup times leveraging the parallelism provided by
multiple Veeam proxy servers and the native parallelism FlashBlade delivers.

3.

Veeam DataLabs with the SQL VM from scenario #1 will showcase how you can use your backup
snapshots in test/dev and other instances.

Test Scenario #1: Large Single SQL VM Backup and Restore
Our first scenario will show expected performance results from doing a full backup and restore of a single large SQL
VM with four VMDKs each containing a 2.4TB SQL DB, for an overall footprint of 9.8TB. We chose to highlight only
full backup jobs, as they are the most taxing for all areas of the infrastructure. Incremental backups are (generally) far
less demanding and are able to leverage technologies like VMware Change-Block-Tracking (CBT) to minimize backup
job completion time and additional space needed. Of course, highly transactional VMs with many changes that occur
between incremental runs will require additional time and space to process.
Within this setup we will run the following backup job tests with these characteristics:
•

Physical Proxy Server with FlashBlade NFS and Physical Linux Mount Server

•

Virtual Proxy Server with FlashBlade NFS and Virtual Linux Mount Server

•

Physical Proxy Server with FlashBlade SMB Protocol and Physical SMB Mount Server

•

Virtual Proxy Server with FlashBlade SMB Protocol and Virtual SMB Mount Server

These tests will then be repeated for Scenario #2, mentioned in the previous section.
The first test will use a physical NFS repository (meaning the FlashBlade NFS file system is mounted to a physical
CentOS host). The physical CentOS host had the same hardware configuration as our Physical Proxy host noted on
page 10 of this document.
All backup jobs for this and subsequent tests were built using the same basic process, as follows, with any variations
noted in each test case.
BACKUP JOB STEP 1
The first step is to make the following selections from within the Veeam GUI to begin creating the backup job:

FIGURE 35. Icons to select within the Veeam console for a new Backup Job
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With the New Backup Job wizard generated, first give the job a name:

FIGURE 36. Provide a name for the new Veeam Backup Job

BACKUP JOB STEP 2
As our vCenter instance was integrated with the Veeam console previously, we selected our single large SQL
VM in the next step:

FIGURE 37. Click 'Add' to browse vCenter instances for VMs to add to the backup job

With the target VM selected and added, we next selected our backup repository on FlashBlade.
BACKUP JOB STEP 3
In this step certain proxy server(s) can be selected specifically, or Veeam can automatically select one or more proxy
VMs based upon network connectivity and availability relative to other active backup jobs. Generally speaking we
recommend using automatic Proxy selection unless the backup job is running against a remote office or other networksegregated dataset where using a specific proxy co-located at that location would be advantageous. Since we are
specifically showing physical vs virtual proxy performance, in this backup job we are selecting certain proxy(s) based
upon hardware type.
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FIGURE 38. Automatic or manual proxy selection

BACKUP JOB STEP 4
Next we select our physical NFS repository. Company retention policy will dictate the number of restore points to keep
for each backup job.

FIGURE 39. Select the FlashBlade repository, set proxy server affinity (optionally), set number of restore points, and select any advanced options for backup job

BACKUP JOB STEP 5
Next, click into the Advanced button in the storage section to set some important storage-level and data efficiency
characteristics for determining backup job execution. The Advanced Storage tab gives you the option to set inline
deduplication (recommended), compression level, storage optimization, and whether or not you want to use encryption
for your backup files.
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The following two tables denote the differences between the various Compression and Storage Optimization options,
with default suggested options in bold:

COMPRESSION SETTING

SUMMARY

RECOMMENDATION

NONE

Turns off Compression from Veeam

FlashBlade features native compression with an average
of 3:1 reduction ratio. Using this setting will minimize
Veeam hardware resources required at the expense of
increased network traffic.

DEDUPE-FRIENDLY

Tuned setting for subset of backup appliances

Do not use / No advantage with FlashBlade

OPTIMAL

Veeam-defined compression setting to balance
performance and compression

We suggest using this setting for most scenarios

HIGH

Veeam-defined compression setting to minimize
storage footprint

Using this setting will improve Veeam compresion on
some datasets but requires additional vCPU and RAM
resources on Proxy systems

EXTREME

Veeam-defined compression setting to further
minimize storage footprint

Using this setting will improve Veeam compression on
some datasets but requires addtional vCPU and RAM
resources on Proxy systems

TABLE 3. Available Veeam Compression settings

STORAGE OPTIMIZATION

RECOMMENDATION

LOCAL TARGET (16TB+ BACKUP FILES)

SMB Repositories are able to use large block sizes resulting in faster backup
job completion at the expense of higher latency on FlashBlade

LOCAL TARGET

Recommended default setting for NFS and SMB repositories. This is the
maximum block size NFSv3 supports.

LAN TARGET

Backup jobs will take longer to complete but at lower latency

WAN TARGET

Backup jobs will take longer to complete but at lower latency

TABLE 4. Available Veeam Storage Optimization settings

Further selections that we made in our example backup job are shown in the following two screenshots. Compression
level was set to Optimal, as we found this provided the best blend of archive size and throughput performance.
Storage optimization will determine block size for the backup data. Setting this value to Local Target or Local
Target (16TB) will push larger block sizes across the network for the SMB protocol. This showed faster backup job
completion times at the expense of higher latency on the FlashBlade. As FlashBlade uses NFSv3, we are limited to a
maximum block size of 512KB for that protocol, so Local Target is the best option for NFS. Meanwhile, setting Storage
Optimization to remote office minimized network traffic with a longer backup job completion time for both protocols.
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FIGURE 40. Veeam advanced Storage options for Backup Job

BACKUP JOB STEP 6
Moving over to the Integration tab within Advanced Settings, make sure Enable backup from storage snapshots
is checked to use the Pure Storage and Veeam integration if a FlashArray is your primary storage and the plugin has
been downloaded and installed. There are also options to limit the number of concurrent VMs processed to avoid any
potential latency issues for jobs with many parallel VMs and the option to failover to network mode. Note that failover
to network mode can incur traffic on your production ESXi network.

FIGURE 41. Enabling FlashArray and Veeam plugin integration for backup job
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BACKUP JOB STEP 7
The next section of the wizard allows us to set per-application backup settings and file indexing for each VM.
Local OS credentials are required for this level of access and recoverability.

FIGURE 42. Backup job guest processing options for application-level and file-level indexing

BACKUP JOB STEP 8
Finally, the backup job can be set to whatever schedule is required for your environment on the Schedule section
of the wizard.

FIGURE 43. Optional scheduling for backup job

For all backup tests included in this document, we kicked off a full initial backup job against our source set of VM(s).
Future incremental jobs against these datasets will result in much lower utilization across the hardware and network
stack as only changes to the source dataset need to be backed up. As such, the full backup job results shown will be
the most intensive test for all environment resources.
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BACKUP RESULTS: PHYSICAL PROXY SERVER WITH FLASHBLADE NFS AND
PHYSICAL LINUX MOUNT SERVER FOR SINGLE LARGE SQL VM
Running both the Proxy and Linux NFS mount servers from physical hosts generally provides the best performance
within Veeam Backup and Replication. One of the more important reasons for this is the physical hosts used in these
examples had dual 16GB Fibre-channel connections to the source Pure Storage FlashArray block storage device
and dual 40GbE connections to the FlashBlade NFS repository. This is notable because an important limitation of a
VMware VMXNET3 driver within the context of this design is that you can generally only achieve 10Gb of throughput
at the network layer. This of course can be overcome by deploying multiple proxy VMs, which increases performance
and resiliency at the cost of having additional operating systems to manage. This is the reason why we elected to
highlight both physical and virtual options within this reference architecture as they both work well, but have distinctive
pros and cons. Ultimately it is up to the customer to decide what deployment model works best for their unique
environment based on available resources and budget.
Veeam operates by assigning a backup ingest task to each VMDK within a backup job. After passing through the
proxy, the four ingest streams are combined as a single backup stream written to FlashBlade as the data is condensed
to a single Veeam backup file. Multiple backup streams are a product of multiple discrete VMs or physical hosts being
ingested in parallel.
For the initial backup run we see from the screenshots below that we were able to ingest this large VM in just over two
hours. Further performance gains can be achieved by adding additional VMs or VMDKs to this job as that will further
saturate available Proxy server CPUs and push more bandwidth across the wire.

FIGURE 44. Summary screen of Veeam backup job
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FlashBlade steadily wrote around 165MB/s to the NFS FileSystem during this test, as this was only a single I/O stream
to FlashBlade. Since we are using NFSv3 for our protocol,a we are limited to a maximum 512KB block size during the
transfer, with the average being slightly below that value.

FIGURE 45. FlashBlade GUI during backup job

RESTORE RESULTS: PHYSICAL PROXY SERVER WITH FLASHBLADE NFS AND
PHYSICAL LINUX MOUNT SERVER FOR SINGLE LARGE SQL VM
With the initial backup completed, we next simulated a scenario where the entire SQL VM experienced a corrupt OS,
malware attack, or other event that would take it offline completely, necessitating a full VM recovery. Unlike competing
solutions, FlashBlade does not need to reconstitute deduplicated data from multiple spinning disk aggregates before
it can be restored. Instead, it is read directly from FlashBlade to our production FlashArray – as evidenced by the rapid
restore time and high read bandwidth shown in the next two screenshots.
We will show the steps used to perform a Full VM Restore operation, as that is the most taxing from a storage and
proxy perspective. All other restore operations in subsequent scenarios will follow the same basic Restore process
depicted in this section unless otherwise noted.
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RECOVERY STEP 1
First, select the VM to be restored from the list of Backups. Right-click on the backup you wish to restore and select
Restore entire VM.

FIGURE 46. Location of FlashBlade Backups in Veeam Console

FIGURE 47. Right-click on target VM for entire recovery

RECOVERY STEP 2
Our target VM for Restore is populated in the first screen of the Restore wizard. Additional VMs can be added
here if needed.

FIGURE 48. Target VMs for recovery operation
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RECOVERY STEP 3
As we are highlighting Physical vs Virtual hardware performance, we selected the Restore to a new location… option
so that we could pick specific proxy servers to handle the restore job based upon hardware type. In this first test we
chose our physical proxies.

FIGURE 49. VM restore location options and optional proxy selection

FIGURE 50. Selecting physical proxy servers for this restore test

RECOVERY STEP 4
In the next section of the wizard, we selected a specific ESXi host to restore the VM to.

FIGURE 51. ESXi host selection for recovered VM placement
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RECOVERY STEP 5
Veeam offers the flexibility to restore the VM to any datastore available within vCenter and Full VM Recovery will
automatically place the VM on the target datastore selected in the step below. For our test we are restoring the SQL
VM to the original datastore location.

FIGURE 52. Datastore selection for VM recovery

RECOVERY STEP 6
You can also add a prefix and/or suffix to the recovered VM so it’s easy to find within vCenter and have it placed
in a specific vCenter Folder if desired.

FIGURE 53. Destination folder and VM name can optionally be changed for restore
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FIGURE 54. Example VM with name changed denoting it was restored

RECOVERY STEP 7
The virtual machine’s networking can be changed if it is being recovered to a separate location, or for use in a
test/dev environment.

FIGURE 55. Recovered VM network can be changed if being restored to a different location or in a test/dev environment
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RECOVERY STEP 8
With all options chosen, a summary of our selections is provided before the Recovery operation is executed.

FIGURE 56. Summary screen for Full VM Restore prior to execution

These next few screenshots summarize the results of the Full VM Restore operation setup in the last few screenshots.
FlashBlade was able to read the backup data directly from flash media, which allowed us to restore our large SQL in
less time than it took to run the initial backup in the previous test.
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FIGURE 57. Veeam VM Restore console after test completion

FlashBlade read bandwidth during the restore operation shows that we hit a peak of approximately 460MB/s and we
were able to restore the four VMDKs in parallel.

FIGURE 58. FlashBlade GUI during recovery operation

BACKUP RESULTS: VIRTUAL PROXY SERVER WITH FLASHBLADE NFS AND
VIRTUAL LINUX MOUNT SERVER FOR SINGLE LARGE SQL VM
We next moved on to testing with a single virtual proxy and virtual Linux mount server against our large single SQL
VM. The results below show an increase in the amount of time to complete and a decrease in VMDK ingest speeds.
This is to be expected, as the virtual instances we used do not have nearly the same amount of CPU, memory, and
network as their physical counterparts in the previous step. Despite these handicaps, these results are still indicative
of a fast-full initial backup experience.
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All options selected in the Backup Job creation from the previous test with physical NFS were used here. The only
change was selecting an NFS backup repository with a virtual mount server running Ubuntu v16.04 and a virtual proxy
server with the hardware characteristics shown in Table 1.

FIGURE 59. Summary screen of Veeam backup job

RESTORE RESULTS: VIRTUAL PROXY SERVER WITH FLASHBLADE NFS AND
VIRTUAL LINUX MOUNT SERVER FOR SINGLE LARGE SQL VM
The next phase in our test process was to kick off a Full VM Restore operation using the same settings from our
previous SQL recovery operation. The only notable difference was we selected an individual virtual proxy VM to
handle the restore operation from the NFS repository.
Once again, we can see that the Full VM Recovery operation was achieved in less time than the initial backup job.
This is an important distinction, as minimizing the time spent in a recovery operation will minimize downtime and
dollars lost to a corporation during an outage.
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FIGURE 60. Veeam VM Restore console after test completion

Read bandwidth from FlashBlade was the key component in the restore job completing as quickly as it did, and it
was over 400MB/s reads for the bulk of the restore operation for this single VM.

FIGURE 61. FlashBlade GUI during recovery operation
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BACKUP RESULTS: PHYSICAL PROXY SERVER WITH FLASHBLADE SMB AND
PHYSICAL WINDOWS SMB MOUNT SERVER FOR SINGLE LARGE SQL VM
The SMB protocol provides another performant transport option for a backup repository with Veeam and FlashBlade.
Since some customer environments are entirely Windows-based, it can be the better choice in these cases. This
section will repeat the physical and virtual tests with SMB to provide a ballpark figure of possible outcomes. It is worth
repeating that it is very important that the Windows Gateway server mounted to the FlashBlade SMB share is on the
fastest network possible between those two locations. A common issue observed in customer environments is that SMB
backup traffic is traversing a 1Gb switch or top of rack switch, resulting in slower than expected backup performance.
Working with your networking team is critical to understanding and streamlining your backup architecture.
With our physical host testing for SMB, the only notable variation from our original NFS backup job outline was to use
an SMB repository with a physical Gateway server. The same physical proxy was used.
The results shown below confirm fast initial backup performance with SMB, though not as fast as in the physical NFS
example. One advantage SMB has over NFS is that it can support larger block sizes during transfer.

FIGURE 62. Summary screen of Veeam backup job
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FIGURE 63. FlashBlade GUI during backup job

RESTORE RESULTS: PHYSICAL PROXY SERVER WITH FLASHBLADE SMB AND
PHYSICAL WINDOWS SMB MOUNT SERVER FOR SINGLE LARGE SQL VM
Our physical SMB Full VM Recovery operation was kicked off in the same way as our previous NFS-based tests.
Yet again the recovery operation completed very quickly, with high FlashBlade read throughput captured during the
entire recovery process.

FIGURE 64. Veeam VM Restore console after test completion
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FIGURE 65. FlashBlade GUI during recovery operation

BACKUP RESULTS: VIRTUAL PROXY SERVER WITH FLASHBLADE SMB AND
VIRTUAL WINDOWS SMB MOUNT SERVER FOR SINGLE LARGE SQL VM
The last test of our large SQL VM was to show characteristics of using virtual proxy and gateway Windows mount
servers with SMB. While this test was the slowest overall within this scenario, it was not markedly worse relative to the
previous tests and competing vendor solutions.

FIGURE 66. Summary screen of Veeam backup job
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FIGURE 67. FlashBlade GUI during backup job

RESTORE RESULTS: VIRTUAL PROXY SERVER WITH FLASHBLADE SMB AND
VIRTUAL WINDOWS SMB MOUNT SERVER FOR SINGLE LARGE SQL VM
Finally, we executed the restore operation using only virtual machines for the SMB protocol. The outcome shows that
the VM retrieval from FlashBlade was executed briskly.

FIGURE 68. Veeam VM Restore console after test completion
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FIGURE 69. FlashBlade GUI during recovery operation

SUMMARY TABLE OF RESULTS FOR SINGLE LARGE SQL VM
For convenience, we’ve compiled the below table to show the relative performance of all tests outlined for our large
SQL VM testing scenario.
PHYSICAL OR VIRTUAL
PROXY AND MOUNT
SERVERS

SMB OR NFS

BACKUP JOBS
COMPLETION TIME

VEEAM
COMPRESSION

NUMBER
OF
PROXYS

CONCURRENT
PROXY TASKS

RECOVERY JOB
COMPLETION
TIME

PHYSICAL

NFS

2HR 7MIN

OPTIMAL

1

4

1HR 46MIN

VIRTUAL

NFS

2HR 41MIN

OPTIMAL

1

4

2HR

PHYSICAL

SMB

2HR 43MIN

OPTIMAL

1

4

1HR 30MIN

VIRTUAL

SMB

2HR 53MIN

OPTIMAL

1

4

2HR 18MIN

TABLE 5. Large SQL VM scenario summary of results

Test Scenario #2: 40VM Parallel Backup and Restore
Almost always, customer environments are comprised of multiple systems and applications that need to be backed up
and can be restored quickly and in parallel to minimize any service interruption to the business. This test scenario will
show a glimpse of what performance levels can be achieved by backing up and restoring 40 virtual machines at the
same time while writing 40 parallel backup streams to the FlashBlade repository. Once again, we will highlight both
physical and virtual hardware as well as NFS and SMB protocols to show that any combination delivers the necessary
rapid backup and restore performance.
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BACKUP RESULTS: PHYSICAL PROXY SERVER WITH FLASHBLADE NFS AND
PHYSICAL LINUX MOUNT SERVER FOR 40 WINDOWS VMS
The first trial for this scenario was to use physical hosts for NFS to backup the 40 Windows VMs. When executing
the higher number of parallel operations as depicted here, proper sizing of Veeam components becomes even more
important to avoid performance pitfalls and bottlenecks. This backup test used two physical proxy Windows hosts that
were set to ingest 20 VMDKs each at once.
Our initial backup job completed in just under 40 minutes, meaning we were able to achieve roughly backing up one of
these VMs per minute when compared against the total duration of the backup job.

FIGURE 70. Summary screen of Veeam backup job

Against our FlashBlade NFS repository, we were writing between 750MB/s – 1GB/s for the duration of the test.

FIGURE 71. FlashBlade CUI during backup job
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RESTORE RESULTS: PHYSICAL PROXY SERVER WITH FLASHBLADE NFS AND
PHYSICAL LINUX MOUNT SERVER FOR 40 WINDOWS VMS
As with our SQL VM testing in Scenario #1, we chose to do a Full VM Restore operation for all 40VMs associated with our
backup job at once. The options chosen in the Full VM Recovery wizard, as shown on page 35, were applied to this job,
with the chief differences being The addition of all 40VMs to the recovery operation instead of a single large SQL VM.
The results demonstrate this solution handles recovery operations of large VMs and many VMs in parallel with
exceptionally fast restore performance. Our total time to recover all 40 VMs was completed in just 41 minutes, including
moving them back to the primary FlashArray//M.

FIGURE 72. Veeam VM Restore console after test completion

High read bandwidth from the NFS repository was noted from the FlashBlade GUI:

FIGURE 73. FlashBlade GUI during recovery operation
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BACKUP RESULTS: VIRTUAL PROXY SERVER WITH FLASHBLADE NFS AND
VIRTUAL LINUX MOUNT SERVER FOR 40 WINDOWS VMS
The screen captures below show the results from repeating our test with a virtual Linux mount server and four virtual
Windows proxy VMs. The proxy VMs were built according to the best practices listed on page 8 and were set to ingest
10 VMs in parallel each. In this example, we see that network was identified as the bottleneck, which is expected due
to the 10GbE limitation for VMware virtual machines.

FIGURE 74. Summary screen of Veeam backup job

NFS write-bandwidth performance was relatively similar to what we were able to achieve with the two physical proxy
hosts in the previous test.

FIGURE 75. FlashBlade GUI during backup job
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RESTORE RESULTS: VIRTUAL PROXY SERVER WITH FLASHBLADE NFS AND
VIRTUAL LINUX MOUNT SERVER FOR 40 WINDOWS VMS
The four virtual proxy VMs were used to recover all 40 Windows VMs in parallel as part of the Full VM Restore job
from the NFS repository on FlashBlade. That is, each proxy was responsible for restoring 10 VMs each. Recovery job
completion time was reasonably close to backup time, though virtual machine performance again showed itself to not
be as good as their physical counterparts.

FIGURE 76. Veeam VM Restore console after test completion

FIGURE 77. FlashBlade GUI during recovery operation
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BACKUP RESULTS: PHYSICAL PROXY SERVER WITH FLASHBLADE SMB AND
PHYSICAL WINDOWS SMB MOUNT SERVER FOR 40 WINDOWS VMS
With NFS testing of this scenario completed, we shifted focus to the SMB protocol for the larger set of VMs. As before,
all backup job settings were the same, with the only differences being that we selected physical proxy servers,
gateway servers, and the SMB repository for this run.
With physical hosts and the SMB repository, we were able to achieve the fastest backup job performance for this scenario.

FIGURE 78. Summary screen of Veeam backup job

As SMB supports larger block sizes for backup jobs, we were able to push nearly 1.5GB/s of bandwidth and over 2Mb
block sizes to FlashBlade, a key contributor to the fast backup job completion time that was attained.

FIGURE 79. FlashBlade GUI during backup job
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RESTORE RESULTS: PHYSICAL PROXY SERVER WITH FLASHBLADE SMB FOR 40 WINDOWS VMS
Full restoration of our 40 VMs was also impressively fast, with several VMs completely restored in as little as 13 minutes
and all 40 VMs online and available in 38 minutes.

FIGURE 80. Veeam VM Restore console after test completion

High read throughput at a large block size helped influence the fast recovery time during this simulation.

FIGURE 81. FlashBlade GUI during recovery operation
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BACKUP RESULTS: VIRTUAL PROXY SERVER WITH FLASHBLADE SMB AND
VIRTUAL WINDOWS SMB MOUNT SERVER FOR 40 WINDOWS VMS
The final test for this scenario was to show SMB with virtual hosts for the 40 Windows systems. Our lab results, while
not as fast as the physical SMB test, still verified that a VM-based Veeam environment can backup many VMs in
parallel at a fast pace.

FIGURE 82. Summary screen of Veeam backup job

FIGURE 83. FlashBlade GUI during backup job
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RESTORE RESULTS: VIRTUAL PROXY SERVER WITH FLASHBLADE SMB FOR 40 WINDOWS VMS
The restore job was able to complete faster than the backup job for this test. FlashBlade’s large amount of available
read bandwidth kept the proxy VMs fed with restore data throughout the recovery operation. In fact, the limiting factor
of this test was how fast the primary storage array was able to ingest the recovered VM data. For this reason, it can be
important to consider limiting the number of parallel tasks within Veeam so as not to impact other running production
operations on the primary storage array.

FIGURE 84. Veeam VM Restore console after test completion

FIGURE 85. FlashBlade GUI during recovery operation
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SUMMARY TABLE OF RESULTS FOR 40 WINDOWS VMS
The below table summarizes our observed results from the above backup and recovery test cases. While lab
performance will certainly diverge from production business operations in some ways, the results here hopefully
illustrate that backup – and, more importantly restore operations – can achieve new levels of performance relative to
traditional backup offerings. Significantly, we used a single NFS repository for all of these test cases. Switching to a
scale-out NFS repository would further improve these already notable results.

PHYSICAL OR VIRTUAL
PROXY AND MOUNT
SERVERS

SMB OR NFS

BACKUP JOB
COMPLETION TIME

VEEAM
COMPRESSION

NUMBER
OF
PROXYS

CONCURRENT
PROXY TASKS

RECOVERY JOB
COMPLETION
TIME

PHYSICAL

NFS

39MIN

OPTIMAL

2

40

41MIN

VIRTUAL

NFS

41MIN

OPTIMAL

4

40

54MIN

PHYSICAL

SMB

25MIN

OPTIMAL

2

40

38MIN

VIRTUAL

SMB

39MIN

OPTIMAL

4

40

32MIN

TABLE 6. Summary of 40 Windows VM scenario testing results

Test Scenario #3: Veeam DataLabs™ with Large SQL VM
Veeam DataLabs™ is a feature of Veeam Backup & Replication that allows you to put your typically stagnant backup data
to work in numerous ways when coupled with FlashBlade as a backup repository. Running Test/Dev database instances,
training labs, patch testing, and many other use cases in a siloed environment from anywhere in your backup chain in an
elastic and reasonably performant fashion puts your backup data to work in ways previously unavailable. The ability to
use different VMs such as AD, DNS, DHCP, Exchange, SQL, and others as part of the same Veeam Data Lab and have
them interact with each other as if they were working in production gives both developers and security staff a powerful
new tool for multiple uses. Best of all, as the snapshots are running on an all flash FlashBlade file system, so your Veeam
DataLab™ instances will perform with reasonable proximity to their production counterparts.
Setting up Veeam DataLabs™ is covered in three intuitive steps that we will review in this section:
•

Creation and connection to a Veeam DataLabs™ appliance within vCenter

•

Creation of one or more Application Group(s)

•

Creation and execution of a SureBackup™ Job

VEEAM DATALABS SETUP STEP 1
The initial step is building a Virtual Lab appliance. The Virtual Lab serves as the connection point for VMs and Applications
within the virtual lab to access external resources and is deployed as a VM within your target vCenter instance.
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To start, select the Backup Infrastructure tab and then Add Virtual Lab.

FIGURE 86. Navigating to the Add Virtual Lab wizard

VEEAM DATALABS SETUP STEP 2
Provide a name for the Virtual Lab instance and an optional description of its intended use.

FIGURE 87. Naming the Virtual Lab Appliance instance

VEEAM DATALABS SETUP STEP 3
Next, pick which physical ESXi server you want the appliance to run on top of. You can optionally specify a separate
vCenter folder and/or resource pool where it will reside.

FIGURE 88. Selecting an ESXi host for Virtual Lab appliance
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VEEAM DATALABS SETUP STEP 4
The following step is to select a datastore where temporary files from your VM/application instances will be written to.

FIGURE 89. Selecting a datastore for temporary appliance files

VEEAM DATALABS SETUP STEP 5
The Proxy section of the wizard gives you the optional but recommended step of allocating a production network
address for the appliance on whatever vCenter network is appropriate. You can also optionally allow DataLabs VMs to
have internet access, or not.

FIGURE 90. Virtual lab proxy configuration
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VEEAM DATALABS SETUP STEP 6
The networking section of the wizard is probably the most complicated. We do not recommend using Basic single-host
mode for setup, and instead suggest using either Advanced single-host or Advanced multi-host, depending on whether
or not your environment has distributed virtual switches. In this simplified example we used Advanced single-host.

FIGURE 91. Networking selection for Virtual Lab appliance

VEEAM DATALABS SETUP STEP 7
Within the Advanced single-host network mode, you first need to define your network mapping between production
and the isolated network.

FIGURE 92. Setting up networking on Data Labs appliance
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VEEAM DATALABS SETUP STEP 8
The DataLabs appliance will create a Virtual NIC, which basically acts as an NAT device for connectivity to one or more
virtual machines running on the isolated network Veeam DataLabs™. The vNIC should have the gateway address of the
production network specified.

FIGURE 93. vNIC Connection settings for Virtual Labs appliance

VEEAM DATALABS SETUP STEP 9
Optionally, you can map production addresses to isolated network addresses for certain hosts in the next step
of the wizard.

FIGURE 94. Optional Static Mapping for Virtual Labs appliance
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VEEAM DATALABS SETUP STEP 10
A summary screen is then displayed and clicking Apply will result in the Virtual Labs appliance being created.

FIGURE 95. Optional Static Mapping for Virtual Labs appliance

FIGURE 96. Successful appliance deployment

With the Veeam DataLabs™ appliance created, we can next move on to the 2nd phase of the setup, which is creating
an Application Group. An Application Group is one or more virtual machines that you wish to use in the development
or test environment. Frequently, Active Directory, DNS, DHCP, and other servers are necessary for application testing
to be tested successfully. In this simplified example, we will just show how to add a single large SQL VM, as used in
scenario #1 testing.
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VEEAM APPLICATION GROUP SETUP STEP 1
Under the SureBackup section, select Application Groups.

FIGURE 97. Application Group creation access

VEEAM APPLICATION GROUP SETUP STEP 2
In the spawned wizard, click on the Add VM button. There are multiple options for where an Application Group VM can
be added from, but since we are using our FlashBlade backup in this test, we selected the From backups option.

FIGURE 98. Adding and selecting one or more VMs for the Application Group from various sources

VEEAM APPLICATION GROUP SETUP STEP 3
You can then edit the Application Group VM to give it a specific role within the VM group, adjust startup and other
timeout values, define any test scripts, and provide local credentials for applications that you want to run against it
once it has successfully booted up.
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FIGURE 99. Available options for individual Application Group VMs

The last step is the setup of a SureBackup Job, which ties together the components of the previous two steps.
Because the Veeam DataLabs™ Appliance and Application Groups can be defined as discrete entities, this allows for
agility and composability in how you create SureBackup jobs, since each component can be used and reused as part
of one or more jobs.
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SUREBACKUP JOB SETUP STEP 1
The first thing to do is to select Add SureBackup Job and provide a name with optional description.

FIGURE 100. Add a SureBackup Job

FIGURE 101. Enter a name and description for SureBackup Job

SUREBACKUP JOB SETUP STEP 2
Select a Virtual Lab with which you want the SureBackup Job to run within.

FIGURE 102. Select a VIrtual Lab to use for SureBackup Job

SUREBACKUP JOB SETUP STEP 3
Next, pick an Application Group, as outlined in step #2.

FIGURE 103. Application Group selection for SureBackup job
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SUREBACKUP JOB SETUP STEP 4
You can optionally link the SureBackup job with one or more Veeam jobs (backup, replication, etc.), which is useful
for verifying workflows and other key functionalities in an automated fashion.

FIGURE 104. Optionally link additional Veeam jobs to SureBackup Job

SUREBACKUP JOB SETUP STEP 5
Automated emails can be sent to individual or multiple groups of recipients to alert them when a job has completed
or a development instance is ready for use.

FIGURE 105. Optionally define verification communication

SUREBACKUP JOB SETUP STEP 6
There is granular control for scheduling the SureBackup to run as necessary.

FIGURE 106. Optionally set the SureBackup Job to run on a schedule
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SUREBACKUP JOB SETUP STEP 7
Lastly, a summary screen will allow you to double-check all settings before running the job.

FIGURE 107. Summary of SureBackup Job settings for review prior to running

SUREBACKUP JOB SETUP STEP 8
When we ran the SureBackup job created in this example, we saw the following summary screen indicating
a successful run.

FIGURE 108. Summary of a successful simple SureBackup Job
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CONCLUSION
Through this simple demonstration, we have shown that the combination of Pure Storage FlashArray, Veeam Backup
& Replication, and Pure Storage FlashBlade delivers the entire suite of data performance, protection, mobility, and
the added benefit of being able to put your backup data to work for test/dev and a host of other use cases. Additional
workloads on either storage appliance can easily be mixed and managed alongside the workloads shown in this guide
– across an entire business.
As data capacity requirements grow in both primary and secondary use cases, FlashBlade, FlashArray, and Veeam
Backup & Replication can be non-disruptively scaled and upgraded – the process is completely transparent to your
customers. Running all-flash for both primary and backup data workloads provides transformative performance for
primary workloads. Exceptionally fast recovery and mobility, combined with high density, provides both a Rapid
Restore solution and minimizes datacenter real estate as well as power and cooling costs. The ability to intelligently
analyze data with Veeam DataLabs™ vs the old model of shipping tape to a vault is vital to accelerating innovation,
improving operational efficiencies, reducing risk, and optimizing resources. Veeam and Pure Storage are natural
partners in this space as they provide a software-based solution that makes data orchestration across these onpremises solutions and cloud-tier providers effortless to manage from a single pane of glass.
Finally, systems administrators can move away from tedious and repetitive tasks that are just focused on keeping
infrastructure online, and instead move up the stack to concentrate on tasks that will improve the company as whole,
with the comfort and knowledge that their data is secure and quick to restore when disaster strikes.
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